Directions to Penlan Huella, from Brest Airport



















With a hire car exit through the car park onto the roundabout and take the second exit. You will
be on the D67
Drive down to the roundabout on the main airport entrance and take the first exit onto the N12
to Nantes/Quimper/Brest
After 1.8kms (1.1 miles) Exit onto Four Neuf/N265 towards Nantes / Quimper / PlougastelDaoulas / Le Relecq-Kerhuon
Continue to follow N265
Go through 1 roundabout
At the next roundabout, take the 3rd exit and stay on N265 heading to Quimper / Nantes / Le
Relecq-Kerhuon / Plougastel-Daoulas / Brest-Est. You will see the Ikea Store in front
Go through 1 roundabout
At the next roundabout take the 2nd exit onto the N165 slip-road to N265 / Quimper / Nantes /
Plougastel-Daoulas
Merge onto N165 and cross the suspension bridge Bridge
20kms after the bridge exit onto the D42 signed Le Faou / Pont de buis/ Crozon. Arrive at the
roundabout in Le Faou take the last exit which is the D770 to Pont De Buis
Follow the D770 out of Le Faou and ascend until you reach Quimerch.
Straight over the roundabout in Quimerch and descend through the main part of Quimerch and
continue descending for approx 6 kms out of the village. At the bottom of the hill and just
around a left hand bend turn left on the D121 to Loperec. There is a sign just before the corner
as you approach it, but it is easy to miss.
On the D121Travel 1km and pass under the railway viaduct on the left hand bend, turn first
right immediately after the viaduct and over a small bridge.
Ignore the road forking off to the right and travel up the hill.
After 1km you will see large farm buildings on the left and two houses close together on the
right. These are marked as Penlan but this is NOT our property!
50 metres past the farm is a turning to the right - signed Penlan Huella with a wheelie bin at
the end of the drive. THIS IS THE DRIVE TO OUR PROPERTY (the back of our house is only
just visible from the road)
Take the turning and you will arrive in our courtyard to the front of our house (with blue
shutters). We will take you to your Gite.

Our telephone numbers are:
Home: 0033 (0) 2 98 81 12 49
Mobile: 0033 (0) 6 04 45 87 61

